
Sta 711 : Homework 51. Indepedene.(a) Let fBig be independent events. For n 2 N show thatP n[i=1Bi! = 1� nYi=1[1� P(Bi)℄ � 1� exp(� nXi=1 P(Bi))(b) If fAn; n 2 Ng is a sequene of events suh thatP(An \ Am) = P(An)P(Am) 8n;m 2 N; n 6= m;does it follow that the events fAng are independent? Give a proof or ounter-example.() Let Y be a random variable. Show that Y is independent of itself if and only if,for some onstant  2 R, P[Y = ℄ = 1.Let f : R ! R be Borel measurable, and X any random variable. Can f(X) andX be independent? Explain your answer.(d) Give an example to show that an event A 2 F may be independent of eah Bin some olletion C � F of events, but not independent of �(C). Prove this isimpossible if C is a �-system (i.e., in that ase A must be independent of �(C)).(e) Give a simple example to show that two random variables on the same spae(
;F) may be independent aording to one probability measure P1 but depen-dent with respet to another P2.2. Borel Cantelli.(a) Let fXng be a sequene of Bernoulli random variables withP(Xn = 1) = n�p P(Xn = 0) = 1� n�pfor some p > 0. For p = 2 show that the partial sumSn := nXk=1 Xkonverges almost-surely, whether or not the fXng are independent. If the fXngare independent, for whih p > 0, does Sn onverge? Why?(b) Dane tosses a heavily biased oin repeatedly, with independent outomes. He isonvined that if he hooses the probability of heads p to be small enough (say,p � 10�6), then only �nitely-many heads will ever appear. Is Dane right? Justifyyour answer. 1



() Let fXng be an iid sequene of random variables with a nondegenerate distribution(i.e., not onentrated on a single point). Show thatP[! : Xn(!) onverges℄ = 0(d) Use the Borel-Cantelli lemma to prove that for any sequene of real-valued randomvariables fXng , there exists onstants n !1 suh thatP� limn!1 Xnn = 0� = 1:Give a areful desription of how you hoose n. Find a suitable sequene fngexpliitly for an iid sequene fXng iid� Ex(1) of unit-rate exponentially-distributedrandom variables to ensure that Xn=n ! 0 almost surely.3. Mixed Bag.(a) Suppose fAn; n 2 Ng are independent events satisfying P(An) < 1, 8n 2 N. Showthat P(S1n=1An) = 1 if and only if P(An i.o.) = 1 (\i.o." means \in�nitely often",so the question onerns lim supAn). Give an example to show that the onditionP(An) < 1 annot be dropped.(b) Suppose fAng is a sequene of events. If P(An)! 1 as n!1, prove that thereexists a subsequene fnkg tending to in�nity suh that P(\kAnk) > 0.() Let An be a sequene of events. If there exists � > 0 suh that P(An) � � for alln 2 N, does it follow that there exists a subsequene fnkg tending to in�nity suhthat P(\kAnk) > 0? Why or why not?(d) Let fXng be non-negative iid random variables, with tail �-�eldT �\n F 0n; F 0n � �fXm : m � ngIs the eventE = fThere exists � > 0 suh that Xn � n� for in�nitely-many ng=[�>0 \m�1 [n�m f! : Xn(!) � n �gin T ? Prove or disprove it.Express the probability P[E℄ in terms of the random variables' ommon distribution|for example, using their ommon CDF F (x) � P[Xn � x℄ or moments E[Xnp℄ forsome p 2 R.
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